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Ashley McCluskey
Bebe Choroser
Elizabeth Kurzeja
Gizella M Czene
Hector M Ramirez
Isabel Tecum

As someone who's daughter is apart of the LGBTQ+ commutity I want my
daughter health to be good and not be turned away just becasue She's
different from everyone else.I want her to feel safe were ever she is. I to
shouldn't feel afraid to support My daughter even if she loves the same
sex.Love is love no matter what.And No Mater what gender she identify as.

Lyndsi Austin
Oppose

Deb Sanchez
Kevin Wu
Rachelle Paniccia
Shannon Sellers
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How dare you ban other states in our 50 state nation. This is government over
reach because of personal feelings. Public does not want this. This is a
prejudice amendment. Ruling in favor shows your true teyannical colors.
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Halle Schaffer

Recent policies by Texas and Florida have no other incentives but to harm the
well-being of transgender, gender non-conforming, and queer individuals. The
only benefit is that it feeds homophobic principles and ideas toward already
disenfranchised youth. The Board of Supervisors agrees.

4.

This act feels like a Bandaid ta a problem that cannot resolve with a travel
ban alone.
More must change. The LA Board of Supervisors has the potential to set an
example for other counties throughout the nation. In addition to the travel ban,
the Board can send frequent letters to these states to inform and advocate for
change, not just a one-time statement.
We have the resources, the will, and the numbers. We must protect all young
people, not just those fortunate enough to live in Los Angeles.

Scot A Scot Aaron

Please awaken Now yes bow this can be in humility before the Lord Almighty
or can be about string an arrow a bow and arrow Cupid shoots an arrow and
one finds love an arrow can be from an Indian an indigenous individual
occupying what is currently called the United States of America.
Who knows the reality of what is called the American revolution listen to
myself Scot with one t Aaron Jefferies. And you will amply discover that life is
beautiful and perfect for yes I have spent many years in fact decades
preparing for what otherwise can be known as a wonderful spectacularly
beautiful amazing real real Earth that shines as stars for stars beyond a list
actors are actually every good individual and every individual that wants to be
good. I with my eyes I'm here for this Awakening love love and forgive all who
trespass against you.
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